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Abstract—Security of any web-application is very important due to its excessive use in daily routine life (such as business, education, health etc). The advancement of technology raises a question mark to the security of any web-application. Serious attacks on web-application can cause an exposure of sensitive data or provide access to the system on which an application is stored and maintained. This paper aims to identify 3-tier defense mechanism of any web-application. Defense mechanism acts as a baseline for the classification of all possible flaws which make a web-application inaccessible. This paper also refers to the exploitation of flaws, found during classification phase, in order to make uncomplicated and resourceful techniques for the avoidance of security threats. These techniques develop reliability and trust-ability on web-applications.
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I. INTRODUCTION

With the arrival of an internet, World Wide Web (www) was comprised of loads of websites. These websites were repositories of information. Information can be accessed by users through different web-browsers as shown in Fig. 1. In which user (such as personal home computer, organizations etc) accesses different websites with the help of web-browser and requests for information by using any web-application. These web-applications are interrelated with central server. This central server not only stores important information about the web-application (it stores the database of users or other record) but also provide communication with another user through web-applications.

Initially, websites were not focused on authentication of users. Each user was treated in same manner. Attackers got an easy way to access information and modify it. But this accessibility was not that much beneficial. Because information stored in central server was already public and can be access by any user.

With the passage of time internet becomes more dynamic and unpredictable. Web-applications become an important part of diverse areas like:
1) Shopping (Amazon etc)
2) Social Networking (Facebook, twitter etc)
3) Electronic-Mail (yahoo mail, gmail, hotmail etc)
4) Web-Search (Google, ask etc)
5) Information Gathering (Wikipedia)
6) Blogs (word-press) etc.

These web-applications are providing a facility of financial transactions, login’s, support of registration and unpredictable. Web-applications become an important way to access information and affect user’s possessions [1]. Serious attacks against web-applications lead to an exposure of important data and helps in gaining an un-restricted access to back-end system (local or main server).

As recent studies prove that attacks on web-application becomes more popular during last 5 years [2]. From this analysis, it has been identified that one of the potential reasons to security flaws relies on the low quality of web-application’s security requirements and thus in its implementation, validation and different security development life cycle phases [3]. It’s very important to understand all these attacks and its operational mechanism. The operation mechanism understandability will open a path of creating an effective defense strategy. Develop a defense mechanism that can help in distinct web-application’s security. Securing web-applications can help in quality improvement of web-application [2].

II. LITERATURE REVIEW

Dalai and Jena [1] proposed that traditional SDLC (software development life cycle) is not an efficient technique that could be used for the security of web-applications. The security of internet applications needs some effective techniques and strong cryptographic patterns. They highlighted different security patterns for technical, configuration and security vulnerabilities of web-applications. But no specific techniques are being identified according to different scenarios of web.

Rezgui, Bouguettaya and Eltoweissy [4] suggested different facts, challenges and solutions of web-privacy. They clearly focused on web security from user’s perspective. They categorized privacy defense into technology and
regulation-based solutions. Technology involves client-server communication while regulation-enabled solution was based on self and mandatory regulations. This solution was not particularly related to the challenges which are being faced by web-applications now-a-days. Secondly, these proposed solutions raise some issues in monitoring, information storage, information disclosure and its usage.

Palmer [5] explained about security of session cookies (tokens) generated by web-applications. He explained few attacking techniques on session tokens. He proposed an alternative, to the session cookie (token), that is “URL re-writing”. Merge information on URL of web-application but it is insecure as it can cause breaches of web-application’s security.

Kamal Kumar and Sandeep Jain [6] provided an authenticated technique against attack on web-applications i.e. SQL injection.[Structure Query language]. SQL injections affect an access level of web-applications. They proposed that SQL analyzer should be present between client and server to check all the requested data and web-application’s response.

Fong, Gaucher, Okun, and E. Black [7] proposed combination of test-cases for web-applications scanner. A Web-application scanner is a tool used to check the security vulnerabilities of web-application. They explained about the defense level for different security attacks. They categorized the defense mechanism for SQL injections in to six levels. Starting from level 0 (No filtering of SQL query parameters) to level 5 (combination of previous levels and prepared statements).

III. DEFENSE (SECURITY) MECHANISM OF WEB-APPLICATIONS

In last few years, security of web-applications becomes very significant due to intense client-server communication [8]. So defense (security) mechanism within any web-applications is divided into three inter-related phases. This 3-tier defense mechanism can be represented as Fig. 2 [9]:
1) Authentication Phase
2) Session Management Phase
3) Data Access-Control Phase

![Fig. 2. Web-application’s 3-tier defense mechanism.](image)

A. Authentication Phase

This phase is a frontline of defense against un-authorized access. It is basically a log-in page where verification of particular user’s account has been made. User need to fill two fields, as shown in Fig. 3, i.e. user-name and password so that he/she can authenticate him/herself for particular web-application.

![User-Name](image)

![Password](image)

Fig. 3. Authentication phase (log-in page).

This application compares the details entered by user with information stored in local or main server. If information is correct then provide access to the application. If information is incorrect then don’t allow the user to break into an application. In real-world, authentication phase is the weakest connection, which facilitates an attacker to gain an un-authorized access.

B. Session Management Phase

Session Management is a technique used by the developer of web-applications. Firstly, an authentication of user has been made by comparing data from the web-server. For making next HTTP request shouldn’t allow the web-server to ask that person again for his/her log-in information. This phase identifies a user across variant requests and to handle the data that it gathers about the position of user’s interaction with the web-application [5]. Gathered data is stored in the form of tokens. Web server is storage of session information. Each session has a distinct session identifier (session ID). The ID has been generated as a result of first authentication or request from client (user). Session data contains important information such as user name, password, account details etc.

C. Data Access-Control Phase

In this phase, two main things are being processed: 1) Access-control of variant users 2) Data storage accessibility. This phase is used to verify user’s identity and check that particular user has rights to access information from web-application [9].

IV. SECURITY MECHANISM FLAWS OF WEB-APPLICATIONS

Although web-applications have different security distribution levels still there are few missing entities in each tier of defense mechanism. The major reason is dynamicity of internet. That’s why now-a-days web-applications are facing different security challenges and flaws. Some of the flaws in basic defense mechanism of web-applications are:

A. Authentication Phase

**Ghastly Passwords**: Sometimes user selects such type of passwords that can easily be cracked by malicious users. Passwords such as same as username or common names or using minimum length passwords. This flaw can provide an un-authorized access to the user’s account. In first scenario as shown in Fig. 4, user is having an account “abcd” and set his/her password same as user-name.

![Fig. 4. Data Processing.](image)
Brute-Force Logins: Web-applications are providing un-limited log-in attempts to the user. This technique can facilitate an attacker to guess passwords with the same user-name.

Insecure Storage of Record: User’s record is stored insecurely within the database of web-application (stored in central server) e.g. passwords are stored in textual format or weak encryption technique is applied in database etc.

B. Session Management Phase

Defect in Token Generation: In few web-applications the tokens are generated in an unsafe pattern due to weak encryption techniques. It enables an attacker to interpret token that have been issued to other users [10]. During each session a unique session token or identifier is allocated to each user. HTTP based applications pass session tokens between client (user) and server. Some of the tokens contain important information like account username, user’s IP address, e-mail ID etc. In this case, an attacker can simply apply any technique to increment his assigned token in order to switch his control to other user’s session [11].

C. Data Access-Control Phase

SQL injection: Data Access-Control is a vital defense mechanism within the application because it is responsible for making key results. When it is defective, an attacker can easily accesses the entire application and take control of administrative functionality. This leads to the misusage of sensitive data. Fault injections provide an un-registered access to the database of web-applications [12].

Web-applications are commonly construct by using different SQL (structured query language) statements and incorporated user-entered information. SQL injections are basically wrong insertions or wrong entries into SQL queries. Queries like insert, select, delete, update etc. These SQL injections are the weakness of any web-application [13].

V. SECURITY PROVISIONING TECHNIQUES IN WEB-APPLICATION

Implementing secure techniques in web-application is different from traditional application because web-applications depend upon 3-tier defense mechanism. Major security flaws in web-applications have been discussed in previous section IV. This section is proposing to overcome these security flaws.

A. Authentication Phase

1) Ghastly Passwords Prevention

Ghastly passwords can be avoided by two ways:

1) In web-application’s sign-up page, User’s Sign-up page is divided into three steps as shown in Fig. 7. First step involves personal information of user. Second step is verification of account name. If step 2 verifies then move to the final step 3 of selecting password. User just clicks on button “Terms and Conditions” mentioned in step 2 in order to view policies for selecting password. The example of policies is mentioned in Fig. 6.

Suppose if user is selecting password from the combination of already entered data (in case of Fig. 7, already entered record is first name, last name, Date of Birth, Country and Profession) then web-application compares the password with the record. As the first point of “terms and conditions” states that user cannot have password from already entered data, so web-application rejects the user input and display an error message.

Fig. 7. Example of ghastly password entrance.
2) Web-applications are being developed in such fashion that suggests the minimum length of passwords would be strong length password’s specification of currently running web-applications. For example now a day’s if any web-application is offering 6 characters as its minimum length for selecting the password, it should be of 10 or 12 characters for the avoidance of security attack. Web-applications also provide multi-characters support. And web-applications also prevent the users from selecting common passwords i.e. Celebrities names etc [9].

2) Alternative to Brute-Force Logins
To avoid the attack of brute-force login, web-applications should provide 3 login attempts as shown in Fig. 8. The flow diagram shows that:
1) If user fails to enter correct password at first attempt then provide second attempt by verifying account’s user through CAPTCHA technique. If user fails in second stage then account is locked temporarily. To unlock that account actual user should enter correct password or alternative account’s password. The alternative account-name has been already mentioned by a user during Sign-Up phase of that web-application. If correct password is entered then access an account otherwise permanently lock the account. Permanently locked account can be unlocked by providing valid evidence etc.

3) Providence of Secure Storage for Record
To prevent record from intruder’s attack apply effective encryption technique (triple data encryption standard, key management model etc) [14] where record of web-applications are being stored (local or main server). Periodic changes in encryption techniques will also overcome this security issue.

B. Session Management Phase
1) Overcome Defect in Token Generation
The token generation defect can be removed according to the proposed solution. This solution involves 2-phase approach.
- First Phase
In first phase, initially user checks tokens of any web-application at the start by simply login from his/her account. Then modify specific values of token (such as tokenID or session token identifier). Submit this token and check its validation. If token validates it means that the user enters into someone else account, than switch to the second phase. Otherwise keep on obtaining the tokens and change these token values. This phase is helpful in detecting the session management flaw of web-application where weak tokens can be detected by randomizing the token values.
- Second Phase
As mentioned in Fig. 9, this phase relates when user made a successful attempt to enter into someone’s account through token ID. Take the token and divide into smaller sub-tokens. Information is filtered out from sub-tokens. Check if the token contains relevant or important data. If data is relevant then insert large set of token values between original token ID [5] after that apply random code generation technique into the token value. The resultant token is now encrypted by using strong cryptographic techniques [14].
C. Data Access-Control Phase

1) SQL Injections Problem Removal through SSQL and CSQL Analyzer

Defense mechanism of applications is inter-related with one another. Initially verification of authentication and session management phase occurs. So the security of data access-control is maintained. These can also reduce the probability of SQL attacks into any web-applications [15]. Otherwise use SQL analyzer at both ends i.e. client and server side. Before that only one SQL analyzer was interfaced between client and server [10]. This analyzer processes the request, if any malicious user neutralizes analyzer, results in accessibility to server-side database.

To avoid this attack we suggest the query analyzer at client and server side represented as CSQL (client) and SSQL (server) analyzer as mentioned in Fig. 10. Initially, User’s request is forwarded to the CSQL analyzer that process the basic information entered by user (i.e. Username, Password).

If CSQL analyzer verifies inserted record forward it to the SSQL analyzer. SSQL analyzer will be more efficient than CSQL analyzer. SSQL analyzer will firstly verify the user’s entered input fields. If verified then log-in user account. Basically this technique is providing enhanced security against intruders.

![Fig. 10. User log-in technique.](image)

After the successful login, in next step SSQL analyzer will check requested information’s level of accessibility to server-side database by CSQL as shown in Fig. 11. For example, if user is accessing more than 50% of record at a time, chances for an attack increase. SSQL analyzer will check the causes and effects of requested data to estimate the negative consequences on web-applications. If probability of negative consequences is exceeding a certain limit then block that particular user’s account.

![Fig. 11. Processing of user request.](image)

VI. CONCLUSION

In this paper, we highlighted major security defects in web-applications and proposed efficient strategies for providing security in application’s 3-tier defense mechanism. These efficient security provisioning strategies protect application from the outside and inside attacks. By adopting our projected strategies in each defense mechanism phase, web-applications can be protected from the malicious users. The adoption of these strategies will enhance the security and will increase trust of users, concerned with security, on web-applications. The reliability, reliance and efficiency will play an important role in improvising the quality of web-applications. So quality of web-applications is clearly dependent on implementation of effective security mechanism in web-application.
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